
From: Charles Rockett <Chukrock@compuserve.com> X3134/1
To: Peter Mark Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: John Marian Whitlock
Date: September 7, 1999 6:49 PM
-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject: John Marian Whitlock
Date: 07-Sep-99 at 14:50
From: "Whitlock Genealogy", INTERNET:WHITLOCK_GENistbot.com

Hi

I was surfing through some year old postings and found a message on the
Whitlock Genealogy Discussion List from Donna Wood (brandon@mmind.net).
Since I was new to the forum, I tired to email Ms. Wood directly without
any success. Based on her message (#36) I am posting the message to
everyone. Perhaps Donna or someone else will make a connection.

My Great-grandfather was John Marian Whitlock (1851 - 1904). One of his
two wives was Lula Manely. He was a busy boy. He had 11 children with
Tabitha Morse (Tabitha is my Great Grandmother) , 4 with Lula, and Lula
two children with her first husband. A total of 17!!

Lula two children with John A. Manley (thanks, that was a name I did not

have) were named Fannie and John.

Born to John and Lula was Lucy in 1892 (the same year Tabitha died).
Lucy died in 1894. His other children with Lula were Elsie (died at
birth), John, and Viola. Elsie and John were twins. I do not have birth
or death information on them. My information indicates John married a
Dorothy and Viloa married Elmer F. Cook. If there is a direct
connection, one of these must be your great grandparent. Otherwise you
are related to Fannie or John Manely.

I am told James is buried in the King Cemetery between Dyer and
Mulberry, Arkansas

A couple of other interesting bits of info. One on John's children with
Tabitha was named Lula (born 1875). He obviously liked the name.

I also have a great grandmother on my mothers side named Diana Woods
from the same area in Arkansas. Interesting coincidence.

This is based on information from relatives. I have very little firm
documentation.



X3134/2
Perhaps you have learned more since your 11/98 posting. I would be
interested in comparing notes. I would love to find Johns father and
connect your branch to Lula.

Jerry Whitlock

Date: Tue, 07 Sep 1999 17:49:14 -0400
From: Jerry Whitlock <jswhitlock@home.com>

WJA147/WN18



From: Jerry Whitlock <jswhitlock@home.com> X3134/3
To: Peter Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: Re: Whitlock/Manly
Date: September 9, 1999 12:43 PM

Peter

Thanks for your response

First, your right about the name, it is James Marion Whitlock. I had a
typo in my chart. A pretty big typo but one never the less. At this
point I am fairly confident with the date of birth and death. However I
can check it out. I do know he is buried in the King Cemetery between
Dyer and Mulberry, Arkansas.

I will also try to verify the Manly children. Donna Wood, the subject of
my original message, is in the John and Lula Manly line. She might have
confirmation through her research. She did not mention any errors in her
recent reply. My source is a family member doing research in Arkansas.

I happy to say another reply I received mentions N. W. Whitlock
(Nathaniel?) possibly the parents of James and Betsey Whitlock (South
Carolina) born in October 1817. I am looking for confirmation to see if
I have managed one or two more steps back. The Nathaniel name fits.
Nathan is a common name in latter generations.

I do have some data that conflicts with the Juliana Birch. My material
list N.W. wife as DULINA BURCH. Close enough for confusion.

I am attaching the genealogy report detailing where I am at including
your input. It has the source for the N.W. Whitlock info I received from
Donna Wood. I understand if you do not want to open an attachment. If
you prefer, I can send it to you. Let me know.

I would love to have any info you can supply. My address is

Jerry Whitlock
6826 Redford Circle
Troy, MI 48098

Jerry


